Meet Joanne Kamens, PhD
Executive Director, Addgene

**SEMINAR -- Taking the Bull by the Horns:**
What you can do to take steps to a fulfilling career in science
Hosted by the FMI
Friedrich Miescher Institute, Maulbeerstrasse 66, Basel
Main Seminar Room 5.30 at 15:00h

**SEMINAR -- Spot the sexist in you:**
Implicit bias and diversity
Hosted by TWIST
Alte Universität, Rheinsprung 9, Basel
Horsaal 101 Seminar Room at 18:00h

**WORKSHOP -- Not networking 101:**
Building relationships for success
*limited space available*
Hosted by D-BSSE
D-BSSE, Mattenstrasse 26, Basel
Misrock Seminar Room, ground floor at 9:00h

To register for these events go to: www.twistbasel.com